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Deep learning generative AI models trained on huge datasets are capable of producing complex and high quality music. However,
there are few studies of how AI Generated Content (AIGC) is actually used or appropriated in creative practice. We present two
first-person accounts by musician-researchers of explorations of an interactive generative AI system trained on Irish Folk music.
The AI is intentionally used by musicians from incongruous genres of Punk and Glitch to explore questions of how the model is
appropriated into creative practice and how it changes creative practice when used outside of its intended genre. Reflections on the
first-person accounts highlight issues of control, ambiguity, trust, and filtering AIGC. The accounts also highlight the role of AI as an
audience and critic and how the musicians’ practice changed in response to the AIGC. We suggest that our incongruous approach may
help to foreground the creative work and frictions in human-AI creative practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Generating music with computers and Artificial Intelligence (AI) has a history dating back to the dawn of modern
computing in the 1950s. Similarly there are decades of research on interactivity of computer arts [19], computer based
music making [29, 58], and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research on making music with computers [31, 51, 64].
With the recent dramatic growth in generative AI there has likewise been increasing HCI interest in how AI Generated
Content (AIGC) could be used in the creative practice of music making e.g. [8, 30, 37, 61]. However, generative music
models have currently been mostly evaluated in terms of their generative performance using musical metrics e.g. [4, 66]
or controlled listening tests e.g [28, 54], with few human-centred studies on how these models are actually used by
musicians.

In this paper we take an AI plugin trained on an Irish Folk music dataset [60] and explore how it is used and
appropriated in the music making practices of two sets of musicians from different musical genres. We purposefully
use incongruous genres of music as a form of playful and speculative HCI design thinking [33, 56]. Reflecting on
first-person accounts of these explorations we offer insights into the use and limitations of the AI plugin and how
it was appropriated by musicians into their creative practices. Specifically, we explore the following question in this
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paper: How is AI Generated Content used in musicians’ music making practices of a different genre? We offer the following
contributions:

• Reflective accounts of how a generative AI tool is used and appropriated outside its intended musical genre;
• Reflections on how music making practice changes in response to the introduction of an AI model;
• A playful approach to exploring the use and appropriation of incongruous AI Generated Content.

In this paper we first give a background on computer music making, specifically generative music, and how it has
been studied in HCI. We then introduce our methodology and AI plugin and discuss why we take a first-person study
approach. This is followed by two case studies of musicians’ use of the generative music plugin. We reflect on the
appropriation of the AI models and the impact on music making practices in the discussion.

2 BACKGROUND

Making music with real-time interactive systems has been envisioned since the early days of electronic computation
[22]. We now have a wide range of interactive systems for music making, e.g. [51]. Digital tools are now part of complex
music composition workflows, where musical ideas are developed and shared across numerous individuals, software,
and environments [41]. Given this richness of music interaction, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) with digital tools
for music making has been explored in various ways from task-based evaluations of the usability of digital musical
interfaces [64] to user experience and engagement [9, 52]. Recent developments in deep learning systems have led to
increasingly convincing and high quality musical outputs [17], such as FolkRNN [60] which generates convincing Folk
music, or DeepBach [28] for Choral music, or MIDIMe [20] which allows users to train a generative AI on their own
music. Several generative AI music systems have also contributed to aspects of the music composition process. For
example, by connecting two musical phrases (e.g. [50]), turning a melody into chords (e.g. [37]), or making it easier
to combine generative outputs in a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW)1 [8, 30]. Other systems allow users to navigate
within an AI model to generate musical output. For example, Sonified Body [43, 44] in which a dancer’s movement is
used to explore the latent space of a generative music model.

2.1 Studies of the Use of Generative Music Systems in Musical Practice

Whilst there is an ever increasing number of generative music systems there is a lack of research on how these systems
are used in musical practice and what effect these systems might have on music making. As Jourdan and Caramiaux
[32] note, there has been a lack of user-centred evaluation of Machine Learning systems for music over the past ten
years. Of the few works reflecting on the use of generative AI in music making practice (e.g. [37, 40]), Xambó [65]
review the features of nine virtual agent systems used in Live Coding to generate music. Their review highlighted
questions of machine musicianship, agency, and autonomy, and offered an analysis of the features of the generative
music systems used – connecting with broader guidelines for Human-AI interaction [1]. Pachet et al. [47] reflect on
the use of a generative music system designed to produce real-time accompaniment to musicians, allowing users to
respond the AI in real-time. In this case the researcher-musician reflects on their use of their generative music system
from a personal perspective, much as Murray-Browne and Tigas [43] reflect on their design and use of Sonified Body.
In contrast, Ben-Tal et al. [6] examine how the outputs of their FolkRNN generative folk music system are used by
themselves as performers and composers. Importantly, they also explore how FolkRNN is used by folk musicians either
directly as part of their research or serendipitously through the FolkRNN webpage. Loth et al. [36] curate and edit

1A Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) is a type software widely used for music composition, editing, and production using audio or symbolic presentations.
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generative music outputs in the progressive metal genre to create original compositions. They noted challenges with
using AI in this way such as the generation of musical ideas not reasonably playable by a human or producing outputs
which needed tweaking to sound more natural. Armitage and Magnusson [2] explored musicians’ engagement with
musical scores formed as real-time agents, for example encounters between two guitarists and these ‘agential’ scores.
They highlight questions around the sense of agency with agent generated scores and how the forms of interaction
between musicians and artificial agents might be studied and better understood.

3 METHODOLOGY

Given the exploratory nature of our enquiries into how AIGC might be used in music making practice we employ a
subjective first-person research methodology rather than a more objective lab-based approach and take inspiration from
practice-led research across HCI e.g. [24, 34–36, 59]. In doing so we aim to capture the nuanced minutiae of creative
practice, considering the artist as both a researcher and participant [38, 45]. To explore the appropriation of AI in music
making practice we purposefully engage musicians with an AI model trained on a different musical genre to their
own. In doing so we take inspiration from playful approaches to speculative musical interface [33] and HCI design
[56] with the “purpose of challenging [the musicians] to use an unfamiliar creative framework” (ibid.) as a driver to
explore interaction and appropriation of an AI model. An overview of decades of traditions and approaches to exploring
incongruous, speculative, surreal, and often absurd approaches to music making and technologies is given in [33]. Given
the early stage of this research area and our exploratory approach we reflect post-hoc on similarities and differences to
the congruous use folkRNN by folk musicians [6].

3.1 Musicians

We provided three practising musicians with an AI plugin (Section 3.2) to use over extended periods of time. Musicians
were asked to use the AI plugin in their usual music making practice to create a new piece of music over a period of
time commensurate with their usual music making practice and to document and reflect on their music making process
as they used the AI plugin. These accounts form the basis of the cases studies in Sections 4 and 5. Our first case study
(Punk) reports on two musicians’ collaborative use of the plugin to compose Punk music for their band across four
structured writing sessions. The second case study (Glitch) reports on one musician’s use of the plugin to compose
generative Glitch music over 6 months. Both genres are intentionally musically different to Irish Folk music e.g. in
terms of musical structure and technique, and offer a glimpse into the incongruous use of AI from one genre in another.
The explorations span different time frames to mirror the different musical practices of the case studies. Our first-person
accounts offer subjective perspectives on the use of AI in music making practice.

Two of the musicians are co-authors of this paper as detailed in the case studies. Two of the musicians worked with
their supervisor at Queen Mary University of London (QMUL), UK and both had undertaken advanced level study of AI
model creation and deployment, though only the Glitch musician had previously used AI in their music making. The
study was fully exempt from ethics review at QMUL.

3.2 Generative AI Plugin

We provided our researcher-musicians with a generative AI music plugin [3] as part of a larger research programme
exploring the design and evaluation of explainable AI tools for the Arts [3, 10, 11, 13]. Whilst the plugin is not as
finessed as commercial AI tools such as Google Magenta’s plugin suite [55], it does offer some similar functionalities
for melody generation.

3
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Fig. 1. Generative AI plugin user interface [3]

The user interface of the plugin is built as a Max4Live device2 which can be used in Ableton Live3, a popular music
making and performance software, and is open-source, allowing us to contribute to a more open AI research community.
The plugin uses a Machine Learning (ML) model to create variations of human-composed themes as MIDI4 files. To
influence the music generation users are able to move points on two two-dimensional input spaces in the user interface
(UI), shown as two large black squares in Figure 1 and referred to as pads. The axes of each of the pads correspond to
four metrics commonly used in AI music research [4, 66]: the left square offers rhythmic complexity (the amount of
variety in note duration and syncopation) and note range (distance between highest and lowest notes); the right square
offers note density (number of notes in a musical measure), and average interval jump (how large jumps are between the
notes in a measure). When the “Generate Variation” button is clicked the ML architecture of the plugin generates a new
MIDI file from the points in the 2D pads along with the MIDI input provided by the user.

The underlying ML architecture of the plugin uses a Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) consisting of encoder and
decoder blocks, which in this case are neural networks. The encoder compresses datasets into a smaller latent vector,
which is then used an input to be reconstructed by the decoder. The latent vector can then be explored to produce novel
outputs through the decoder. This plugin uses the MeasureVAE architecture [50] to construct measures of music and as
with many other generative AI tools was trained on 20,000 monophonic Irish folk melodies [60]. Regularisation terms
were imposed during the training of MeasureVAE so that changes in the first four dimensions of the latent vector are
mapped to changes in the four musical metrics described above, following Pati and Lerch [48, 49].

4 CASE STUDY: PUNK

This section introduces the first-person account of how the AI plugin was used by two musicians in a Punk band. The
writing in this section is by two musicians who used the plugin together. Writing is in the first-person, using “we” to
refer to the two musicians.

4.1 Artist Background & Process

We are the guitarist and bass player of a Punk band which started making music and gigging in August 2022. The
guitarist is an artist-researcher and author of this paper, is completing a HCI PhD thesis on AI music making, and
has formal music composition training from their undergraduate degree in music technology. The bass player has an

2Note that we are using ‘plugin’ in the general sense to indicate a small piece of software used within a larger piece of software rather than a DAW
specific ‘plugin’ format such as VST.
3https://www.ableton.com/en/
4MIDI is widely used a file format containing representations of musical notes.
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undergraduate degree in Film, Theatre and Television, is a school teacher (ages 5 through 11 years old), and has actively
played music across 11 bands from Punk to Folk to Jazz.
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Fig. 2. The creative process for the Punk band case study.

Our typical composition process is shown in Figure 2. In the ideating phase, we usually write ideas at home, and
share demos over WhatsApp5, taking inspiration from existing Punk songs. We then meet in the songwriting phase to
build upon our ideas until we have the full structure and lyrics for a song. Only then do we meet with the drummer to
develop the songs more fully in the practice phase. Once the songs have been played to audiences in the performance
phase, we then record our tracks. Once a song is brought to the practice phase, we rarely go back to the songwriting
phase.

4.2 Documentation

The AI plugin and Ableton were setup on a laptop we typically use in our music making process and we received short
initial instruction on how to use it. We then met across 4 sessions to use the plugin as part of our music making. These
played out as follows, although we did not have set goals in advance:

• Session 1 (33m): We met to initially test and understand the plugin.
• Session 2 (1h 33m):We treated the AI as a way to generate ideas for the bass guitar. Choosing the bass here was
an arbitrary choice – we felt we had to sacrifice one of our instruments to the AI system to initiate collaboration.
After the session, the bassist took the ideas and created a demo at home.

• Session 3 (1h 28m):We used the AI to elaborate on the piece, writing a variation for our second verse by putting
together generations of the AI, taking the riff from the previous session as the input seed.

• Session 4 (2h 54m):We set out to record our piece.

We decided to video record ourselves and the AI plugin to help us reflect on our music making later. We also noted
moments which we felt were significant in our creative process by jotting down the current time whilst composing
music. All data was then gathered in Miro6 to create a timeline of how our songwriting evolved. This process was
inspired by video-cued recall [14, 15] - the method is inconspicuous and does not disrupt the creative flow of our
writing sessions, yet supports post-hoc data analysis. After each session we revisited the extracted video clips, writing

5https://web.whatsapp.com/
6https://miro.com/
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reflections onto post-it notes in Miro. Inspired by the method in Lewis et al. [35], we then reviewed our post-it notes to
generate a set of topics describing our experience with the AI plugin and how it informed our practice.

4.3 Findings

We identified four topics from our collected data which arereported here as written narrative, supported by “thick
descriptions” [27] and visual artefacts. Audio examples can be found in the Appendix.

T1.1: Punk & Identity. Throughout the project we considered the AI outputs in relation to the band’s musical
identity. For example, we input riffs written by us into the plugin so we could have confidence that the AI outputs
might resemble our style. That said, we were still hesitant to feed the AI our best ideas, as we knew the AI would
take over or change our initial thoughts, and didn’t have full trust in the AI to make good use of them. We also found
ourselves cross-referencing Punk songs and other influences that we both liked with the AI’s outputs. On reflection,
this is something that we might do in our usual practice, but perhaps we had to do this more so with the AI as its output
lacked an understanding of Punk and its conventions.

Consequently, when generating outputs, we first would try to steer the AI such that it created music closer to Punk
conventions. For example, in the second session we initially set all the points of the pads to 50%. Next, we set the note
range low to sit more like a bass (which would normally play the bottom notes of chords to emphasise the guitar), and
then set the note density to high (the bass player in our band likes to play lots of notes in a phrase). The output we then
found too jaunty for Punk (likely due to the folk data set), so we decided to decrease rhythmic complexity and note
range to almost zero, appropriating the model to make the rhythm more simplistic like Punk. This worked as a fast
single note phrase was created which we considered as a very Punk style phrase – see Figure 3. From this, we suggest
that the rhythmic complexity values weren’t very useful to us because, for the Punk genre, complex rhythms are often
sparse or, when used, have the whole band playing the same rhythm together.

Fig. 3. A Punk style musical phrase generated in the Punk case study with the note range and rhythmic complexity set low, note
density and average interval jump set high. The rectangles represent musical notes (pitches on vertical axis) arranged over time
(horizontal axis; seconds).

The second verse of our song involves the guitar and bass taking turns, overlapping bar by bar different variations
of the main riff, which we devised by appropriating MIDI outputs produced by the AI plugin, as shown in Figure 4.
In Figure 4, the green phrase is human-generated, whereas the orange and blue phrases are AI-generated from the
green phrase. We decided to have the guitarist start playing the first phrase (green - human generated), then when they
played the second phrase (orange - AI-generated) the bass player starts playing the previous phrase over the top, then

6
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Fig. 4. Second verse of the song made in the Punk case study. The top row is the bass part. The bottom row is the the lead guitar part.
The phrases are colour coded to show how the material overlaps with one another, described in Section 4.3.

Fig. 5. The main riff for the song in the Punk case study. Notes A4 and G4 were taken from an AI output which sparked the inspiration
for rest of the riff. Notes are colour coded for clarity.

the third phrase (blue - AI-generated), and so on. In this way, we ended up following a less typical structure to our
usual songwriting, which would likely have repeated the first verse verbatim without these extra AI generations.

When playing the final demo to our drummer, he suggested that he didn’t like this new AI section, although couldn’t
quite articulate why, other than that it sounded “wrong”. It is possible that this is because the AI material is away from
the genre or the style of our band, sounding out of place. We found this an exciting new direction, although perhaps it
drifts too far away from our style to become a future feature of our music.

T1.2: Timbre. The main verses of the song we produced use a motif partly inspired by an AI-output shown in
Figure 5. Specifically, we took inspiration from two notes of an AI-generated output we identified in the second writing
session (in blue), and move between a C major chord (in pink) and an A minor chord (in orange). During the recording
of our track, we decided to use a distortion effect on the guitar with the A minor chord, creating an alternation between
(non-distorted) quiet and (distorted) heavy. It’s plausible that we incorporated a distortion effect here to be able to add
variety to the repetitive nature of the motif, which might be a side-effect of the plugin only generating short measures.

We found also that the AI-inspired melody needed a more powerful timbre to sound closer to the aggressive style of
Punk music. A Punk band would likely use power chords (where notes are played with other notes at the same time,
a fifth higher in pitch) to make the guitar more aggressive and heavier. In our case, trying to play the AI-generated
outputs such as Figure 6a as power chords on the guitar, however, would’ve involved moving around the guitar neck
too much, so we opted to use a digital octave effect (which adds a pitch an octave below the current note to add power
to the overall sound, similarly to power chords). It is worth noting that using effects in addition to the guitar and
amplifiers is something that, as a band, we have actively resisted, favouring a simple setup which is characteristic of the
Punk genre and easier to carry to performance venues.

7
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Figure (a) and (b) show variations on the main riff shown in Figure 5 which was input into the plugin. These correspond also to
the orange (Figure (a)) and blue (Figure (b)) outputs in Figure 4.

T1.3: Looping.We found that the most effective way of selecting AI outputs we liked was to loop outputs generated
by the AI and listening through a set of speakers whilst we played alongside with our musical instruments. This was
closer to how we would write music normally. This looping was also easier in later sessions once we had become
accustomed to controlling the AI, and were more able to “jam” with it, leaving loops running in the background whilst
tweaking parameters and adding them to the live soundscape. For example, by the third session we were comfortable
with dragging the MIDI outputs created by the AI into the session “live” and switching between them, without breaking
up the flow of music coming from the speakers.

Through looping, we used the AI as an idea machine. We would play around looping ideas until we latched onto an
idea. However, we largely decided to follow AI-generated ideas that we found “least worst” and then tinkered with the
phrases as we saw fit, as opposed to hoping to find generated music which we fell in love with. For example, the main
riff started off with the two blue notes in Figure 5, which we extended to include the two red notes when experimenting
with the riff on guitar – finding a phrasing that was idiomatic for guitar (see Topic 4) and more in-keeping with Punk
conventions.

T1.4: Playability.We found the MIDI outputs created by the AI plugin difficult to play on our instruments. The
AI plugin was unaware of the fingering used on the bass guitar when generating its outputs, suggesting ideas that
required large stretches across the neck of the instrument. As the guitarist phrased it in our recordings “a bass just
wouldn’t do that”. We would also manually edit phrases to make them better fit our musical style. For example, we
manually dropped phrases down an octave to be more bass-like. We also found that because the parameters on the
plugin’s UI were entangled, changes in one of the metrics on the pads might not have any effect on the AI outputs
depending on the values of the other metrics. For example, a small note density and high note range setting for the AI
model might only generated MIDI files with a single note as the small note density limits the number of possible notes
that could be generated. Despite this confusion, we found that the vagueness of the pads encouraged us to go back to
the plugin and try to find new outputs, when we had a rough gist of what we were trying to produce. For example,
although the settings on the plugin were not obvious in the first-session, we felt that play was encouraged by this
because, even if we had trouble with the outputs, we could simply move the dots around on the pads and build some
intuitive understanding of how the outputs might change.
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5 CASE STUDY: GLITCH

This section introduces the first-person account of how a generative Glitch musician used the AI plugin in their creative
practice. The writing in this section is written by the researcher-musician using first-person language.

5.1 Artist Background & Process

I am a Sonic Artist, improviser and composer. My background is in Philosophy and Computer Music. I am currently
undertaking a PhD in HCI and Explainable AI, with a focus on musical systems. I compose interactive and generative
music systems for both live and installation environments. My compositions employ sampling (manipulating prere-
corded audio), Live Coding ((re)forming music software in real-time) and Glitch (exploring and leveraging “errors” in
technological systems).

My compositional process tends to start with an abstract idea which I try to represent with a number of simple
examples. These examples might come from collaborative songwriting sessions, algorithmic experimentation, or
humming to myself on the bus home. Then, I analyse these sets of ideas, keeping a diary of the themes which cut across
them. I use Max/MSP7 to explore these ideas as musical algorithms created as patches8.

5.2 Documentation

In preparation for the study, I installed the plugin and received a short instruction on how to use it. Between February-
July 2023 (6 months), I kept track of my music-making process with the AI plugin, using a diary, audio recordings,
screenshots, project files and sketches rather than video recordings used in Section 4. These choices in data collection
were due to the nature of my compositional practice and the longitudinal nature of my music-making which typically
extends over several months making video documentation and analysis cumbersome and prohibitively time consuming.

All data was collected into a folder on my laptop, where it was labelled and organised chronologically. I reviewed
and analysed my reflections in between each session, adding memo notes to the folder in order to capture shifts in
my compositional approach. This first-person approach was inspired by Benford et al. [7]. In line with the approach
taken in the Punk case study (section 4) and inspired by Ellis et al. [23], Lewis et al. [35], I then reviewed my data,
highlighting a set of topics which best described the range of experiences I had working with the AI plugin.

5.3 Findings

In my analysis, I identified three topics presented below as written narrative supported with “thick descriptions” [27]
and visual artefacts. Audio can be found in the Appendix.

Before introducing the topics I would like to note for context that I was the first person from my music making
community to use the plugin, and I wanted to use it in as novel a way as possible. In my initial explorations of the
plugin I spent considerable time and effort editing the plugin’s patch to try to create generative Glitch. Whilst I had very
few musical outputs during this period, on reflection, I was finding the edges in the musical space of the AI through my
explorations. The later stages of my process where I used the plugin with other patches and musical algorithms proved
to me a more productive approach.

T2.1: Dissonance Between Glitch and AI Musical Dimensions

7Max/MSP is a visual programming language typically used for audio and multimedia in which data is passed between objects which process data or
support user interaction. https://cycling74.com/products/max
8An end-user Max/MSP program is referred to as a patch.
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Many AI models for real-time music generation allow for navigation around unlabelled dimensions of the AI’s latent
space, necessitating naive exploration [43]. In contrast, the plugin outlined in Section 3.2 offers four musically labelled
semantic axes for navigating its latent space. Rather than getting inspiration from a generative AI’s unpredictability, the
plugin’s labelled axes offered me some feeling of control. Interestingly this reduced my sense of play and exploration
since I felt that I needed to have an idea of what I wanted to get out of the plugin before use. For this to be effective, I
needed to create a mental model linking musical inputs and the labelled axes to the plugin’s musical output. At first
I struggled, but this was made easier when I thought deeper about the “rhythmic complexity” axis – a perceptually
motivated descriptor introduced by Thul and Toussaint in [62]. This metric is closely linked to “euclidean rhythms”[63],
which are a common compositional device in the Live Coding community that I am part of. Recognising this link
inspired me to explore this approach in my own practice. I developed an algorithmic process to generate MIDI clips
which were then “fed” to the plugin. First I used euclidean rhythms assigned to notes from a chosen chord and then
used monophonic processing to turn these layers into a melody. I then used this melody as musical input to the plugin’s
VAE encoder. Once encoded, I would then steer the melody generation using the semantic axes to control the decoder.
In this way both the melody of my algorithmic system and the latent space of the VAE could be controlled by me as the
user. This allowed me to explore the limitations of the plugin’s latent space. Once I had some mental model of the latent
space, changing the semantic axes of the VAE decoder made for useful exploration of neighboring ideas. However, the
generative system I developed generated fast, syncopated rhythms. This greatly contrasted the dataset of Folk songs on
which the model was trained. As I explored further, outputs of euclidean rhythm generation could not be represented
by the VAE tool. Here my compositional process was shaped in the negative – by the things the model struggled to
generate.

This form of glitch was more than a technical glitch, it felt to me like the sonification of a dissonance between my
glitch music making practice and the intended meaning of the labelled axes of the plugin’s latent space. Reflecting
on this further, my aim became to explore dissonance as far as possible – bringing to the fore the complexity and
opaqueness of the plugin’s VAE. In the glitches of the systems, I explored a dialogue between my individual artistic
practice and the often uncanny, hegemonic applications of commercial generative AI [26, 53].

T2.2: Recursive Errors Inform Understanding There were a number of patches I developed through my creative
process in which I explored the dissonant identity of the VAE through feeding an encoding process back into itself. I
explored recursive generative systems which included the plugin in successive iterations. For example, Table 1 shows
examples of the evolution of drum patterns through successive iteration. Initially, a seed would be given to the plugin
(top left in the table), and then encoded and decoded by the plugin as shown in the Iteration 0 column (with 4 variations
of the seed made by applying maximum Note Range, Rhythmic Complexity, Note Density, and Average Interval Jump
in the plugin). These would then be transformed before being fed back into the plugin. A simple transformation might
be transposing all notes up by one MIDI note. With other, more complex transformations used as I iterated further,
small gaps between the seed and the VAE output would widen, shown in Iteration 1 and 2 columns of Table 1. Notes
were rapidly introduced from outside the set of notes which I had originally written the phrases with, and complex
rhythms would collapse into simple eighth notes. The musical output at certain locations in the VAE’s latent space
became chaotic when pushed beyond the conventions of the Folk training set – as patterns became more complex
through recursions, the musical output from the plugin would become a whole new pattern which stopped resembling
anything which came before it. As I grew sensitive to these points that I thought of as musical collapse during the
composition, I gained a more intuitive understanding of the plugin’s latent space and its limits.
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Table 1. The effect of successive iterations on a seed pattern in the Glitch case study.

Iteration 0 Iteration 1 Iteration 2

Seed

Seed + Max Note Range

Seed + Max Rhythmic Complexity

Seed + Max Note Density

Seed + Max Average Interval Jump

T2.3: Beyond AI CompositionWhenever I tired of using the AI plugin, I began transcribing and learning songs on
the guitar again and helping to write a jingle for a local radio station. I found freedom in my distance from the AI’s
“creativity support” though the plugin sat in the corner of my screen haunting me. Later I decided that these ideas
would become offerings to the plugin - I needed a collaborator with some distance from the piece, or at least some
temporal distance from my own ideas.

With months of experience using the plugin, I was aware that my compositional ideas contained abstractions
which the labelled dimensions of the plugin could not encode. I worried that the plugin’s latent space encodings –
optimised for musical elements which weren’t as relevant to my ideas – might distort these abstractions, such as “modal
interchange” or “rhythmic modulation” present in my composition. In my recordings of my guitar playing, I had also
included explanations of my thought process for each idea, e.g. “the core idea here is outlining this Lydian sharp 5,
and I’m starting every phrase on the offbeat”. Aware that the plugin would discard such concepts, I clung to these
larger structures so that I could reinstate them at a later point. The phrases in Figure 7a are grouped based on these
concepts (represented by the different colours). Since they are generated by the plugin and do not retain the more
guitar-specific aspects of the composition, I used sketches to communicate more abstract elements such as melodic
contour, guitar-specific techniques and harmonic contexts. Figure 7b shows an example sketch – the arrows depict
movement across the guitar neck more related to how notes on the guitar would be played intuitively on the guitar
than could be captured by the MIDI generated by the plugin illustrated in Figure 7a. For each idea, I would send it
through the plugin, before curating and transforming it by hand to match the initial description, label or drawing. This
gave me the illusion that I had a collaborator who was interpreting my work, albeit without the influence of the original
song. It also pro-actively gave me an audience, forcing me to consider the perspectives and processes of the system as
well as my own. All of this collaboration meant that ideas didn’t have to be “finished”. I merely had to specify the parts
of the melody which I felt were essential, then enforce these on any output from the plugin.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. (a) A screenshot showing 13 musical ideas that were retained in the Glitch case study; (b) An excerpt from my notebook
visually describing a musical gesture with guitar-specific techniques and a harmonic context

6 DISCUSSION

To recap, this paper details first-person accounts of musicians integrating a generative AI plugin trained on Folk music
into their Punk and Glitch music making practices. In this section we reflect on how our musicians appropriated AI
into their music making practices, then introduce reflections on the AI tool itself, propose ways in which our approach
could be used by other researchers, and then discuss limitations and suggest directions for future work.

6.1 AI and Music Making Practices

Broadly, our musicians took different approaches to appropriate the AI to their practice. The Glitch artist strove to
incorporate complex musical techniques such as algorithmic composition to appropriate the AI model, explore it, and
push it to its limits, perhaps into a different genre. Their practice retained the iterative exploratory nature of their
individual music making, but changed as they embraced the AI plugin as a critic or even audience offering a sounding
board for their music making (T2.3). In contrast, the Punk musicians followed their usual music making approach but
the AI tool pushed them to use musical effects that they would normally actively resist, and the final music composition
was even considered “wrong” by the drummer (T1.1). The Punk musicians also manipulated different parameters to the
Glitch musician – for example, the Punk musicians found rhythmic complexity was not a useful parameter (T1.1) given
that Punk music typically follows strict rhythms, whilst rhythmic variations were central to Glitch music and resonated
with the Glitch musician’s compositional inspiration from Toussaint [63] (T2.1). Similarly, the Punk musicians were less
interested in exploring the limits of the AI’s latent space than the Glitch musician, and instead were mostly searching
for outputs which fitted with their Punk aesthetic (T1.1). Indeed, the Glitch musician’s creative aim became over time
to explore the “dissonance” between computer music making conventions and the explanations of the AI plugin (T2.1).

We note similar observations of the use of generative AI FolkRNN by Folk musicians [6] - a congruous setting in
contrast to our incongruous approach. Firstly, there are similarities between how the Punk musicians chose outputs
from our plugin to work into a composition to the way that folk musicians repeatedly listened to FolkRNN outputs to
select a musical phrase to use in their composition. There were also similarities in how the Glitch musician pushed our
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AI plugin beyond its musical limits, much as folk musicians could push FolkRNN outside of the Folk genre, by increasing
the temperature of FolkRNN [6]. And, there are similarities in how the Glitch musician used our plugin’s latent space to
Ben-Tal et al. [6]’s example of musicians generating several outputs to identify usable regions of FolkRNN’s generative
space. Finally, there are similarities in how one folk musician developed a compositional process which initialised the
generation process with “combinations that are uncommon in the original data” - much as the Glitch musician did
with their algorithmic approach. The main differences we noted in how the folk musicians worked with their AI model,
FolkRNN, were that folk musicians were noted to have “corrected some ‘mistakes’” in the generated output - in this
case mistakes in folk style [6]. This kind of activity was not seen as prominently in our incongruous approach.

6.2 Reflections on our AI Plugin

Here we note reflections on how our musicians used our AI plugin in their music making outlined in the preceding
sections. We also suggest AI design implications based on these reflections which AIGC designers and researchers
could use to inform future system design and studies.

Ambiguous AI. In keeping with research on creative uses of AI we found that the ambiguity of AI control positively
contributed to the creative process [16, 25, 37] - in this case the ambiguity of the control pads. We suggest that for the
Punk musicians the vagueness of the pads encouraged them to return again and again to the plugin and try to find new
outputs (T1.1), yet they reported that they still felt that they had some control over what they were trying to produce.
In this way some balance was found between control (the AI generation was not completely random) and serendipity
(in finding surprising outputs to then adopt into their practice) [10, 16, 42]. Whilst the AI plugin had been designed
with explainable AI design features in mind by imposing musically meaningful metrics on the manipulable dimensions
of the latent space [12], there were many points in which both sets of musicians were unclear about the meaning of
the controllable dimensions. The Punk musicians found certain outputs confusing, even if the sliders were acting “as
intended” (T1.1). This led to the Punk musicians shying away from more complicated exploration of the AI plugin
and instead appropriating the AI outputs mostly through “jamming” along using their instruments. In contrast, this
confusion became more central to the Glitch musicians practice, developing feedback techniques to take advantage
of these complex entangled dimensions. Indeed, as the Glitch musician developed their mental model of the latent
space they reported that the semantic dimensions allowed for “useful exploration of neighbouring ideas” (T2.1). In both
cases, the musicians spent substantial time listening to the AI-generated outputs on loop, as a way to decide whether to
include the output into their music composition. AI design implications: Designing ambiguity into AI control can
contribute to the creative process. By this we do not mean designing unlabelled controls, but rather suggest designing
controls which give a gist of their effect.

Torrential AI. Both our musicians found that they had to narrow down the wealth of material that the AI plugin
could create, similar to approaches such as Ben-Tal et al. [6], Loth et al. [36], Sturm [59], in generating AI material,
cherry-picking the best outputs, and organising these into a music composition. We suggest that the effort to select the
most suitable outputs from a huge set of outputs is exaggerated in our approach - both the Punk and Glitch musicians
had to work hard to find suitable musical outputs that suited their respective genres whereas a folk musician would
likely find many more suitable melodies in the outputs, e.g. Sturm [59]. AI design implications: Given the exaggerated
effort needed to select suitable outputs we suggest that researchers designing human-AI interfaces could use our
approach to stress test [5] user interfaces for navigating AI outputs.

In contrast to descriptions of cherry-picking the best outputs [6, 36, 59], our musicians described their AI output
selection process and criteria more in terms of negative affect. For example, the Glitch musician focused on trying to
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find areas of the latent space where the music was chaotic (T2.2), using this as a driving motivation for their work.
Similarly, the Punk musicians selected outputs which they felt were “least worst”. AI design implications: This use of
negative affect to describe selection criteria suggests scope for alternatives to AI user interfaces navigation to the “best
output” - for example, supporting navigation to awkward, unusual, or ill-fitting outputs around the edges of intended
AI output might provide interesting and stimulating outputs for artists, much as artists search for AI glitches [13, 18].

Hungry AI. Both sets of musicians described their interaction with the AI in a way that conjures ideas of a hungry
or demanding AI. For example, the Glitch musician made “offerings to the plugin” (T2.3) and “fed” the plugin (T2.1), and
the Punk musicians “had to sacrifice one of our instruments” to the AI. Possibly the difficulty of using the Folk AI in
Glitch and Punk music making caused the musicians to perceive the AI as being demanding. Or, maybe the imposition of
the AI model into existing creative practices led to this feeling. Alternatively, it may suggest some theistic conceptions
of AI by the musicians cf. [57]. AI design implications: Whatever the reasons for perceptions of a hungry AI are, we
suggest that an incongruous approach in AI design and study could be used to prompt and provoke discussions around
perceptions of AI power and demands.

(Un)Trustworthy AI. The musicians all reported some difficulties in trusting the AI model. The Punk musicians
were most explicit about this, stating that they were hesitant to use the AI with their best ideas (T1.1), suggesting that
they distrusted the AI and were interested in keeping some creative control [1, 46]. The incongruity of the AI generated
music might exaggerate this lack of trust and hamper the development of trust in the AI if it continually makes “bad”
use of creative effort. The Glitch musician also expressed caution and the need to spend time building trust of the AI by
creating a “mental model linking inputs and the axes to their output” (T2.1). AI design implications: We suggest that
by using our incongruous approach we exaggerate AI trust issues. This could be used to allow researchers more time
and space to investigate how trust develops (or does not) between a human and an AI in creative practice. In essence,
an incongruous approach could provide a context for in-depth exploration of trust in human-AI partnerships.

Shallow AI. The Glitch musician felt the need to add extensive sketches and notes to their compositions to allow
them to recreate musical features not captured or generated by the AI (T2.3). For the Punk musicians they felt the need
to include a digital octave effect to compensate for the shortcomings of the AI generated content despite the use of
effects being something that they had “actively resisted” in the past (T1.2). Perhaps, they felt that they needed extra
equipment to work with the repetitive, looping, nature of the plugin’s short measures. We suggest that the incongruous
nature of the activity highlighted the use of musical features and artefacts which might not have been observed with
congruous AI Generated Content. AI design implications: We suggest that an incongruous approach might highlight
representations or elements that are lacking in AI user interfaces and thereby suggest user interface or AI features to be
designed.

Critical AI. The Glitch musician noted their perception of the AI model as offering a “collaborator” and an “audience”
for their compositions (T2.3). This is despite the AI model being training on a different genre of music. Potentially there
are similarities here to the value of interdisciplinarity in creative work cf. [39]. The Glitch musician also found that
they could use the plugin as a critic, with the AI interpreting the musician’s musical contributions through a Folk style
and reflecting their ideas back through a different musical lens to prompt their creativity. AI design implications: We
suggest that our incongruous approach offers opportunities for researchers to study the effect of critical or unexpected
forms of AI feedback. It may even be useful in informing the design of AIGC systems tailored to prompting and
provoking creativity by, for example, generating feedback that is unexpected or outside the norms and conventions of
the genre being worked on.
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6.3 Limitations and Future Work

We suggest that the incongruity of the genres in our approach foregrounds the creative work of the musicians and offers
opportunities for researchers to study the development of trust and intuition between artists and AI in creative practice.
To be clear - we are not arguing that by using incongruous genres we would expect musicians to invent some new
genre(s) such as Punk-Folk or Glitch-Folk. We are also not arguing that our incongruous genres approach is a tool for
early stage speculative design cf. [33, 56]. We are suggesting that the approach offers opportunities to explore how AI
Generated Content is used in creative practice and how creative practice responds to AIGC. From our perspective our
incongruous approach exaggerates the frictions that occur between people and AIGC offering researchers opportunities
to study these interactions in depth.

The different timescales, approaches, and forms of documentation in our case studies reflected the different ways in
which these musicians created music in their genres. Our approach was also shaped by the early and exploratory nature
user studies of AIGC at this time - in many ways our study is about generating research questions about how musicians
interact with AI over an extended period of time rather than developing generalisable insights about music making
with AI. These points clearly limit the generalisability of our results, and whilst we do not see the two case studies
as directly comparable, they do illuminate different perspectives on how the AI plugin was used and appropriated.
For instance, we suggest that the Glitch musician might have been able to identify opportunities to use the plugin
as part of their existing computer-based algorithmic music making practice. This contrasts the Punk musicians who
avoided technological complexity where possible, instead jamming on their instruments with the AI. Future work needs
to undertake a more consistent approach to the data collection and mix of incongruous genres to allow comparisons
between the musicians and genres. Future work also needs to undertake some baseline comparisons to allow direct
comparison between congruous and incongruous approaches. Our reflection on Ben-Tal et al. [6]’ studies of congruous
use of generative music AI in Section 6.1 suggest some similarities and differences, but more controlled studies are
required to explore these better.

Whilst we suggest that our incongruous approach foregrounds the frictions in creative practice with AI it does not
necessarily foreground the day-to-day reality of how AI is used in creative practice. To do this we as researchers needs
to balance more rigorous autoethnographic and ethnographic approaches with our first-person incongruous approach.

We also wish to note that, although it might seem obvious that there are barriers to using AIGC in one genre to
construct music for another, there are a number of considerations for why reusing generative models from one genre
in another might have advantages beyond provoking creative practice and speculative design thinking. First, models
such as MeasureVAE [50] used by the AI plugin we tested [3] require huge training datasets which are only available
for a small number of well researched genres such as Folk [60]. This could potentially lead to the marginalization of
minority cultures and subgenres of music where large datasets are not available. Future work needs to explore how
the AI models can be tailored to under-represented genres of music such as Glitch or minority cultures. Secondly,
training such deep learning models consumes large amounts of resources [21] which could be avoided by reusing and
re-appropriating existing models. Again, future work needs to explore AI models which can build on existing trained
models and datasets to reduce the environmental impact of AI models.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper presented two first-person accounts of how a generative AI plugin trained on Folk music was appropriated
by musicians from incongruous genres of Glitch and Folk. We found unexpected ways that our musicians used the
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plugin to search for musical outputs which made sense in their genre, and how the use of the AI plugin changed
their music making practice. From these reflections we suggested design implications for future AIGC systems. Our
incongruous approach highlighted the musicians’ lack of trust in AI, their approaches to cherry-picking AI output,
the role of ambiguity in their music making practices, and how musicians perceived AI as a hungry consumer of their
creativity. Whilst we do not argue that our incongruous approach will spark the next genre-breaking moment in music,
we do suggest that using incongruous genres when exploring the use of AIGC can foreground the creative work and
frictions between people and AI.

With the rapid development of generative AI we find ourselves at an exciting and potentially seismic point in the
age old evolution of music making. It is our responsibility as musicians and researchers to explore the possibilities,
challenges, and unexpected opportunities that AI might bring. In light of this we hope that our practice-led approach
contributes in some small way to the growth of more human-centred Artificial Intelligence for the arts.
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